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KEY HIGHLIGHTS
Website

Throughout the month of September, BoundaryBC.com was visited by 4,753 users (+32% from 

previous year) through 5,507 sessions (+32% from previous year) and 10,261 pageviews (+21% 

from previous year).

Facebook

During the month of September, a total of 110 new Facebook followers were gained, bringing the 

follower count to 6,690. 25 Facebook Posts resulted in 115,078 total impressions, +2% from the 

previous year, and 6,588 engagements (likes, comments, shares, and clicks), -20% from the previous 

year.

Instagram

During the month, 58 Instagram followers were gained, bringing the follower total to 1,167. 20 

Instagram posts resulted in 55,547 impressions, +643% from the previous year, and 1,855 

engagements (Likes, comments, saves, profile clicks), +77% from the previous year.
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Top Visited Landing Pages:

1. Grand Forks Falls Fair

2. Maps

3. Home
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FACEBOOK

During the month of September, a total of 110 new Facebook followers were gained, 

bringing the count to 6,690 followers.

25 Facebook Posts resulted in 115,078 total impressions, +2% from the previous 

year, and 6,588 engagements (likes, comments, shares, and clicks), -20% from the 

previous year.

• The decrease in engagements is due to a decrease in amount spent on Facebook 

post boosting from $250 to $71. The 2018 social ad budget focused only on 

Facebook, while the 2019 budget has been distributed between Facebook and 

Instagram.
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FACEBOOK - DEMOGRAPHICS
The current fan base 

on Boundary’s Facebook account 

presents itself as 56% Female, on par 

with the previous month, with 21% of all 

followers over the age of 65, consistent 

with the previous month.

While women 65+ "appear to be the 

leading force" among fans, it's important 

to note there is a well-rounded cross 

section of ages presented here.

Most fans are located in Canada. The

top cities by followers are Vancouver, 

Kelowna, Grand Forks, Surrey, and 

Abbotsford.
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INSTAGRAM

During the month, 58 Instagram followers were gained, bringing the total to 1,167 followers.

20 Instagram posts resulted in 55,547 impressions, +643% from the previous year, and 1,855 

engagements (Likes, comments, saves, profile clicks), +77% from the previous year.

The top-performing posts were all User-Generated content allowing us to connect and engage with 

users and encourage traffic to the profile page.
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INSTAGRAM - DEMOGRAPHICS
The current fan base 

on Boundary’s Instagram account is 61% 

Female, on par with the previous month, 

with 34% of followers between the ages of 

25 and 34, consistent with the previous 

month.

While women between the ages of 25-34 

appear to be the leading force among fans, 

it's important to note there is a well-

rounded cross section of ages between 18 

and 64 presented. The Instagram account 

has a younger audience demographic than 

Facebook.

Most fans are located in Canada. The top 

cities by followers are Grand Forks, 

Kelowna, Vancouver, Surrey, and Victoria.
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CONTACT

Simone Carlysle-Smith
Boundary Country Project Manager

t: 778.721.5448
e: sts@totabc.com

mailto:sts@totabc.com
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